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Ergonomic Solutions SPXF14305-02 tablet security enclosure 26.7
cm (10.5") Black

Brand : Ergonomic Solutions Product code: SPXF14305-02

Product name : SPXF14305-02

X-Frame iPad Pro 10.5

Ergonomic Solutions SPXF14305-02 tablet security enclosure 26.7 cm (10.5") Black:

Tablet POS, customer self-service and digital signage
Our popular X-Frame is a simple slim tablet mount solution that keeps the essential buzz of using an
iPad or other tablets whilst offering a secure mounting solution. X-Frame is ideal for tablet POS,
customer self-service, and digital signage at the point of sale or point of service.
Ergonomic Solutions SPXF14305-02. Maximum screen size: 26.7 cm (10.5"), Compatibility: iPad Pro 10.5,
Product colour: Black

Features

Maximum screen size * 26.7 cm (10.5")
Product colour Black
Material Steel

Features

Compatibility * iPad Pro 10.5

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 84733080
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